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By Jun-iti N a g a ta
We shall denote in this paper by /2 a uniform space, and by 13£j 
its uniformity.^ ^ We denote by the fact that is a refine­
ment of SRy and by the fact that is a
lattice by the order , and has also the relation A  .
We shall show in this paper that in general a lattice-isomorphism 
between uniformities of two uniform spaces preserving the relations 
A and <  implies a uniform homeomorphism between the uniform 
spaces, and especially that when R has no isolated point, the structure 
of the lattice or of H defines R up to a uniform homeomor­
phism,
An element of -E}, which is an open covering of R, is called 
simply a u-covering in this paper. German capitals are used for 
u-coverings but in 6 of the proof of Lemma 3.
Definition. Let 9K, be two u-coverings. We denote by -C 9? 
the fact that for every there exists some M'eWl such that
M C M '  and M'd^N  for all N e ^ .
We denote by <}jC the negation of -C.
Lemma I. In order that holds, it is necessary and suffi­
cient that
(1) contai7is no set consisting of one point,
(2) whenever <  ^ , ^  holds}^
Proof. Necessity : The condition (I) is obvious from the definition 
of C .
From ^  we get M e m  such that M cjr P for all P €
Since ajiC 31, there exists M>e TO such that M '^ M ,  M '4 :N  for all 
Nem.
1) Cf. J. W. Tukey, Convergence and unitormity in topology, (1940).
2) denotes the negation of <  .
Therefore M'ci^Q for all Q e ^  Thus we get yJJ <  ^  ^  ?i, I. e. 
the condition (2) is necessary.
Sufficiency: Let 3)1 C ^  and contains no set consisting of one 
point, then there exists iJfeaJi such that for all M'eTfl: M ' ^  M and 
for some N e N ^ M '  holds, and M containsat least two points. 
Hence there exists an open set JJ such that Z7 • M =t= </>, V M. Taking 
a point aeU • M, we construct a covering from U and from as 
follows, consists of
1) I ae A\, where \Ml | A\ denotes the set of all element 
Mi of satisfying
2) the set \M« 15} of all elements M 'I of m  such that MUz^M,
3) U.
Then it is easy to see that Afc|iP for all Pe%^, i. e. and that
at the same time holds.
Thus the sufficiency is proved.
Lemma 2. In order that contains a set consisting one point, 




where we denote hy the largest covering \R\-
(If we use the relation Z\, then the relation — can be repliaced 
by the proposition : A SM implies 5K =  9t.)
Proof. If contains a set fa} consisting of one point a, then 
the u-covering }a|i has the property of in tJhe lemma.
Conversely, let 'Hl be such a u-covering.
From we see that S(a, • S (b, yt) 4= </> implies S (a,
=.5(6,91).
For let a, ceNe'Sl, then there exists such that S(o,
N', and hence S(a, 'Sl)C,N 'd  S (c, . In the same way S (c, 'iSl) cZ.
S (a, yi) holds, whence S (a, =  S (c, 5R).. Therefore if c 6 S (a, • S 
(6, ^  we get S (a, 31) =  S (c, 5R) =  S (6, 31).
If more than two of elements S (a, 3J) of are different from 
the others, i.e. 91^= \S„ S„ Sg,} ^  \TJ  (S, (i #=/)), then the 
u-covering =  has the property : = 1  9t.
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which contradicts the condition 2). Since contains just
two different elements. If Sj and contains at least two points, then 
there exists an open set U such that
U:!pS„ U:^ S, ■, U U
Hence, putting =  5», ?7}, we get^45^^J, #= 31, which contra­
dicts the condition 2). Hence Sj or S, consists of one point a, i. e. 
Sa}|. Since <^3^, it must be
Thus the proof of Lemma 2 is complete.
We notice that Lemma I and Lemma 2 show that the relation -jjC 
can be replaced by the relations and A, and. that if R has no 
isolated point, A is needless.
Lemma 3. Let R and S be Uuo uniform spaces with the unifor­
mities I awl I respectively.
In  order that R and S are uniformly homeomorphic. it is necessary 
and sufficient that j Xj and ] f)| are lattice-isomorphic by a 
correspo')idence preserving the relations and <^ .
Proof. We concern ourselves only with R at first.
Definition. We denote by the u-covering such that
1) 3«o4^3t,
2) =i= implies <  m , .
It is obvious that =  faj I aeR\.
Definition. We mean by base-element a collection /t of u-coverings 
which satisfies the following four conditions.
i) m  6 IM, <  9^  implies 6
ii) for every u-coverings there exists 'Hl e /j, such that
iii) let 19^  ^ I Aj be a set of u-coverings , and each
for some then
iv) is a minimum set satisfying the above conditions I),
2), 3).
Definition. Let U be an open set of R. We denote Diy % (^U) the 
u-covering {U, R —\a] \aeU\ of R.
I. We consider an arbitrary base-element 
Let '■JJt,, b3 an arbitrary u-covering, then by the condition ii) of /i
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there exists such that Hence there exists
such that for all A T O there exists M ^ m , :  M ^ N ' , .
For a definite point 6 we construct the u-covering ^  (S (a ,^ SSl^ )) 
and denote it by for simplicity. Then holds. For if
N::^N „, Nem^, then N C S ( a , ,  and if N:pN^ ,  N , then 
fora po'mtbeN^—N d S  (a^  Nc:^R—{b\, which shows 
Since fj,, by the condition i) of /m we get 6 fu,.
2. Next we shall show that n  S (a^  , =t= 4> for some a^o e .
A->Xo
Assume that the contrary holds, i.e. n  S (a*, 9KJ =  <p for all
X^f G .
When we take three points c^ , c«, Cg of R and take iCo such that for 
each beR, S(b, Mxn) contains at most one point of Cj, c,, Cg, then 
for every a; >  there exist at least two points in R which are not 
contained in S (a^  , W J  .
Let b be an arbitrary point of R, then from the assumption there 
exists a; 6 3£ such that b^S(a„, 9JIJ, a:> iCo, and hence there exists a 
point C Ol R such that c H= &, c^S{a^, 'ilMJ.
Putting Os =}22—{6}, R —\c\\, we see easily that 4IC^ 4^ », and 
J =  which contradicts the condition iii) of jm .
This contradiction shows the validity of n  S {a^  , <j) for some
X o e l .
3. We notice that in general TJ d V  implies (Z7) <C ^  (^) •
Let & e n  S (d^, 9W J , then S , 501^ ) (x >  Xo) is a nbd-basis
x'^ xo
(nbd=neighbourhood) of b. Combining the last conclusion in I, the 
above remark and the condition i) of /j, we get ^  (U (bj) e fi for all 
nbds U(b) of b.
Putting fi(b) =  \^  I 3 '^(U(b)) such that (b))<^‘^ , U(b) is some 
nbd of b\, we get /*(6)C/x. /j,(b) satisfies obviously the conditions 
i), ii) Of //,.
We shall show that fi(b) satisfies iii) too.
Assume that the assertion is false, i.e. ^ ^  =  '•JJlo. C  
(J7,^  (6)) for some {yj, \A\, then W) for s^^h a .
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Since ^  , there must be such that /2— f6j e .
Since i2—{6| eSp(?7^(6)) for every remarking that we
get ''Jl^  C  ^  (b)) for every (b), which contradicts the assumption. 
Hence ^  cannot be STJ,,, and /j, (6) satisfies the condition iii).
From the condition iv) of /i and the above obtained relation /i(6) 
C  ^  we get IM =  fji (6).
4. As we saw above, an arbitrary base-element has the form ^ (h) 
and an arbitrary /i (6) satisfies the conditions i), ii), iii) of /u,. Now 
we shall show that /a (6) satisfies the condition iv) of .
Let (6) 2  /i and let satisfy the conditions i), ii), iii) of yw, then 
by the same consideration as above there exists some /t (a) such that 
/i (&) 2  /i' 2  (®) •
If a 4= 6, then there exist a point c of i? and a nbd U (a) of a 
such that 6 4 c; b, c^U  (a). Since for each nbd V (b) of 6, R — {6J 6 
and R-{b\c^P for all P e%^(U (a)), we get ^(F (6 ))<^^ 
(U (a)) for every nbds V (b).
Hence ^  (U (a)) ^ (6), but ^  {JJ (a)) € /i (a), which is a contradi­
ction. Therefore it must be a — b, and accordingly (6) =  /i (a) =  
/ i ; hence we conclude that ji (b) satisfies the condition iv) and is a 
base-element.
Thus we have obtained a one-to-one correspondence between R 
and the set B (R) of all base-elements of R. We shall denote this 
correspondence by B.
5. We introduce a topology in B(R) as follows.
Lefi B (A) be a subset of B (R).
We say that ueB(A) , when and only when 
(I) veB(A),
or (2) for_|every]SW:„ e there exist 3Ji and >  such that 
Mez^eB(A);
Then the topological space B(R) wiCh this closure-operation is 
homeomorphic with R.
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To see this^we shall show that aeA  and n(a^eB  (A) are equivalent. 
If a^ A, then /t (a) ^B (A) is obvious.
Whenweconsider the u-covering {aj, for every Si e
/X (a) and e /x (6) e B (A) get <  Wl ^  , because E - j ctj e 91
and .(Ay C  W  69Jl from be A.
Conversely let aeA. Ii a € A, then fi(a)eB(A) is obvious. If
a^A,  then for every 6 there exists M e such that a, beM ; 
be A, a 4= 6. Hence we may construct nbds U (a) of a and V (&) of b 
such that b^U (a)c^M, a F (b) C
Obviously ^  (U (a)) e fi(a), ^  (F(6)) e fi(b)eB (A), and on the other 
hand (U (a)) ^  (F (bj) holds, because M c^P  for all P e ^^3
(I/(a))- ^ U F  (6)).
Therefore fj,(a)e B (A) according to the definition.
Thus S is a homeomorphism between R and B (R) .
6. Next we introduce a uniform topology in B(R) as follows.
Let =  I A} bf3 an open covering of B(R).
We say that B (U) is a u-covering of B (R), when and only when 
there exists some such that
aJl*  ^^  9^ 1^ , whenever and /u,^  are selected so that
B (U J .
We shall show that R and B (R) are uniformly homeomorphic. 
When U is a u-covering of R, U itself satisfies the condition of 
in the above definition.
For if e /i (a J  e B (VJ,  then 6 U and accordingly U ^ d R -  
{a^ } holds, whence U =  HenceB(U) is a u-
covering of B (R) according to the definition.
Conversely let U be no u-covering of R. Then for each u-covering 
of R there exists an element M of 93?* such that M U^  for all
6 U, i. e. M • C/'=H </. for all C7.6 U .
Since U is a covering, M contains at most two points. Hence 
taking a^eM -Ul for each aeA,  we can construct a nbd U (a J  of 
such that U (a J  £  M.
Obviously 4^? (U (aj) e /i (a j e B (UJ" holds, and on the other hand 
holds, because Mq=P for all P e ^ ^ A ^ ^ i ^ M -  
Hence B (U) is not a u-covering of B (R) . Thus we have shown that 
B is a uniform homeomorphism between R and B (R) .
7. Now it is easy to prove Lemma 3.
Since we can construct the uniform space B(R) from {yjt* ] 3Ej by
3) means the complement ot M ,
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using only the relations and 4IC» a lattice isomorphism between 
two uniformities I Xj and |9ij, I 3)j preserving the relation C  gene­
rates a uniform homeomorphism between B (H) and B (S), and this 
in turn generates a uniform homeomorphism between R and S.
Since the necessity of the condition is obvious, the proof of Lemma 
3 is complete.
Combinining Lemma I, Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we get the follo­
wing principal result.
Theoreni. Let R and S be Uvo uniform spaces tvith uniformities 
I Xj and \ ?)| respectively.
In order that R and S are uniformly homeomorphic, it is necessary 
and sufficient that {SRj, | 3E| and I are lattice-isomorphic by a 
correspondence preserving the relations A ami .
Especially if R and S have no isolated point, then an ordinary 
lattice-isomorphism between SWj, | and I generates a uniform 
homeomorphism between R and S.
(Received Nov. I, 1949)
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